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QUESTION 1

A solution developer codes a JavaCompute node using a getJDBCType4Connection API call to connect to a JDBC
database that is globally coordinated, and then writes code to insert new records into that database based on the
contents of incoming MQ messages. The solution developer observes that database inserts are not rolled back if the
message flow experiences an error after this Compute node. What must the solution developer do to correct this? 

A. Alter the code to use MbSQLStatement 

B. Insert code to issue statements to rollback 

C. Alter the Transaction Mode of the JavaCompute node to commit 

D. Alter the type4DatasourceClassName property of the JDBCProvider 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer is setting up Message Broker for debugging flows. There is a need to set the JVM debug port to
2314 from command line for a specific execution group called "MDM" and a broker called "WMBBRK1". Which
command does the solution developer need to use? 

A. mqsichangebroker WMBBRK1 -e MDM -o ComIbmJVMManager -n jvmDebugPort -v 2314 

B. mqsireportproperties WMBBRK1 -e MDM -i ComIbmJVMManager -n jvmDebugPort -v 2314 

C. mqsichangeproperties WMBBRK1 -e MDM -o ComIbmJVMManager -n jvmDebugPort -v 2314 

D. mqsichangeproperties WMBBRK1 -e MDM -i ComIbmJVMManager -n jvmDebugPort -v 2314 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer generates a pattern instance project from a built-in pattern. What should the solution developer do
to change one or more of the pattern parameters of the pattern instance project? 

A. Modify the appropriate parameters in the pattern instance configuration file, and then regenerate the pattern instance
project. 

B. Create a new pattern instance, set the pattern parameters in the instance, and then generate a new pattern instance
project. 

C. Create a new pattern instance, modify the appropriate parameters in the pattern instance configuration file, and then
regenerate the pattern instance project. 

D. Delete the pattern instance configuration file, create a new pattern instance, modify the new pattern instance
configuration file as appropriate, and then generate the new pattern instance project. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A solution developer needs to implement Web Services Reliable Messaging (WS- RM) on a message flow for a stock
trading company. During unit testing, the solution developer determines that only the first of four messages, expected in
order, have arrived at the destination. During troubleshooting, what conclusion must the solution developer come to? 

A. The second message in the sequence is lost, and so the third and fourth messages have not processed yet. 

B. The sequence number of message two has got out of sync and a reset needs to occur to allow the other messages to
flow to their target. 

C. The data of message two is corrupt not allowing message three or four to be processed and those messages are
sitting on the reliable messaging source queue. 

D. The data of message two is corrupt not allowing message three or four to be processed and those messages are
sitting on the reliable messaging destination queue. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In the figure, Project1 is a Message Broker Project that contains two message flows, Flow1 and Flow2. Project1
references Lib1 library. Flow1 and Flow2 use Error_handler subflow. The solution developer created two BAR files,
Flow1Artifacts.bar for Flow1 and Flow2Artifacts.bar for Flow2 artifacts, and deployed the two BAR files to the same
execution group. 
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After deployment, a defect is found in Flow2 and the solution developer adds more logging information to the
Error_handler subflow to better understand the issue. The solution developer then rebuilds the BAR file
Flow2Artifacts.bar and deploys it. What is the expected outcome? 

A. Flow2 captures the changes and Flow1 generates a runtime exception. 

B. Flow1 captures the changes and Flow2 generates a runtime exception. 

C. Flow1 and Flow2 capture the new Error_handler subflow logging information. 

D. Only Flow2 captures the changes and Flow1 continues to use the old Error_handler subflow logging information. 

Correct Answer: C 
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